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Summary
Outdoor lights shining upward brighten the sky at night, which is known as light pollution or skyglow. Light
pollution hides the stars and has negative environmental consequences for people and the wild ecosystem.
State and Federal organizations measure air, water and soil pollution, but do not directly measure light
pollution. We are running a multi-year project to measure light pollution in Oregon, as are other groups
around the world, to bring attention to this evolving environmental issue and to support parks and
communities that wish to attain certification as a Dark Sky Place.
We began recording skyglow at several sites in central Oregon during the summer of 2019 and have been
expanding the network of sites since then. We are currently measuring light pollution at 31 locations across
Oregon and are expanding the network monthly. We solicit your help to install and maintain additional
sites.
We measure the brightness of the sky directly overhead at night at each site. Among our existing sites, two
in the City of Bend show the most light pollution. Our sites located furthest from city lights are 3x to 9x less
light-polluted, including those at Prineville Reservoir State Park, Cottonwood Canyon State Park, the Pine
Mountain Observatory and the sites in the Outback of southeastern Oregon.
Our measurements show that cloudy conditions at night cause a dramatic 15x to 50x contrast of skyglow
between naturally dark night sites, compared to light polluted sites near cities in central Oregon. Research
has documented the negative environmental impact of un-natural skyglow at night.
Recognizing changes of light pollution over time is a long-term goal of this project. After minimizing the
effects of the sun, moon, clouds and the Milky Way on the SQM data, and after considering the effects of
snow cover, instrument aging and space weather on skyglow, we identify ranges of the percentage change
per year at our longest running sites. We find that since the beginning of our survey in mid-2019 that two
sites in the City of Bend increased in skyglow by from 3% to 8% and that other sites either changed little or
actually grew darker over time. These estimates are tentative pending the acquisition of additional data
along with an assessment of equipment ageing, and an improved understanding of the reasons for seasonal
variation in measured skyglow.
The data from our longest-term sites show a strong seasonal pattern – the clear night sky is brighter during
the winter months and darker during the summer months. We expected that this seasonal pattern was due
to a relative increase in reflectance of the ground surface in the winter due to snow cover and a
corresponding decrease in reflectance in the summer due to leafed-out of vegetation. In other words, there
is more light measured in the sky during the winter because the bright snow cover reflects light upward
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which then scatters downward as skyglow. However, eliminating the nights in which snow covered the
ground in central Oregon from the analysis suggests that snow cover accounts for a small percentage of the
seasonal effect. We believe that another contributing factor to the seasonal pattern is that the SQM
sensors read preferentially “darker” during the warm summer, and “brighter” during the cold winter – in
other words, a instrument temperature compensation issue. We apply a temperature compensation based
on the voluminous data acquired to date, which removes some of the seasonal pattern, but not all of it.
This report, Edition #4, incorporates six months of new data up to April 2021 and additional analyses
beyond the previous report, Edition #3, dated December 2020. Edition #4 also incorporates the first data
from new sites in the pristine night skies of southeastern Oregon, the Oregon Outback. We update this
report every six months as more data at existing and new sites become available.
We ask your support to begin measurements elsewhere in Oregon – both in built-up and rural areas. We
would especially like to begin measuring light pollution in the cities of the Willamette Valley, in the
Columbia Gorge and along the Oregon Coast.
Background
Light pollution at night has been shown to have a negative effect on people and the larger environment, in
addition to being a waste of energy. Light pollution, especially blue light at night, disrupts the circadian
rhythm of people and other organisms. The impact on humans includes lack of sleep and probable increase
in cancers and other diseases. Various animal species – birds, amphibians, mammals, invertebrates and
primates – are adversely impacted by: confusion of celestial navigation, misorientation at night,
attraction/repulsion to artificial light, impact on predator/prey relationships, effects on timing of breeding,
nesting, migration and foraging. Here’s a good presentation of this topic by IDA Oregon Board Member,
Mary Coolidge, From the Desert to the Coast, the Case for Dark Skies.
State and Federal organizations measure air, water and soil pollution, but do not directly measure light
pollution. In part, to show what is possible, and to bring attention to this evolving environmental issue, the
Oregon Chapter of the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA), with support from other groups, are
running a multi-year project to measure light pollution in Oregon. We operate a network of continuouslyrecording Sky Quality Meters (SQMs) in Oregon. Figure 1 shows the locations of the meters.
Skyglow is literally the glowing sky at night, due to both man-made artificial light and natural light. SQMs
measure the brightness of the night sky directly overhead and provide a measure of both light pollution
and natural light at night. SQMs are widely used around the world for this kind of work (Kyba and others,
2015).
Our project’s primary aim is to quantitatively measure, interpret, and share skyglow measurements in
Oregon to better understand the current level of light pollution in our environment and to document
changes over a five-year period. The skyglow data will help to inform action toward healthier and safer
communities by reducing light pollution.
The skyglow data will also support local efforts to nominate sites under IDA’s International Dark Sky Place
Program. So far, these Oregon data have been instrumental in helping to certify the community of Sunriver
as a Dark Sky Development of Distinction (Aug 2020) and Prineville Reservoir State Park as the first Dark Sky
Park in Oregon (May 2021). Night time measurements are currently underway at four other potential Dark
Sky Parks in Oregon, at Cottonwood Canyon State Park, Wallowa Lakes State Park, Oregon Caves National
Monument and Pine Mountain Observatory.
This Edition #4 report incorporates data from 10 new SQMs in eastern and southern Oregon, for a total of
22 sites with data as of April 2021. Since April 2021, seven additional meters have been installed. Data is
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not yet available from those seven sites. The locations of all 29 sites are shown in Figure 1 along with
proposed new sites. Appendix A shows a chart of the time ranges of data available from each of the 22
SQM sites with data available up to the April 2021 deadline of this report.
Recognizing changes of light pollution over time is a long-term goal of this project. A valid assessment of
changing skyglow due to changes in artificial light at night requires minimization of natural lighting effects
from the sun, moon, clouds and Milky Way. We minimize effects from the Sun and Moon by only including
data acquired when the Sun is 18 degrees or more below the local horizon, and the Moon is 10 degrees or
more below the horizon. To measure the brightness of the clear night sky, we discard cloudy data as
described below. We also separately summarize skyglow measurements acquired during cloudy nights. We
further adjust the skyglow measurements for the known position of the Milky Way, also described below.

Figure 1. Yellow stars show the locations of the 29 SQM monitoring sites in Oregon. Green dots represent
some of the desirable locations for additional SQM sites. The green outlines demark the counties of Oregon.
The background image is from Google Earth.
Explanation of Skyglow Measurements
Each SQM is attached to a fixed support, pointed directly upwards, and is set to record a skyglow
measurement every five minutes. Figure 2 shows typical data from five SQMs during the night of August 12, 2019, which was a mostly cloud-free night during a New Moon period.
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Data units in Figure 2 and elsewhere in this report are in a logarithmic scale used by astronomers -magnitude per arc second squared (mags/arcsecond2). This unit of measure, for example, 21.5
mags/arcsecond2, is like saying that the sky glows as though the light of one 21.5-magnitude star, a very
dim star, were smeared out across each square arcsecond (a very small 2-dimensional area) of sky. Because
this scale is logarithmic, small changes in value of mags/arcsecond2 represent larger changes in a linear
brightness scale. See Table 1 below for additional information.

Figure 2. Typical data from SQMs at six different locations for the same single night of August 1-2, 2019.
The vertical axis in Figure 2 displays the SQM measurements – larger numbers are toward the bottom and
represent measurements of darker sky. The horizontal axis is Date and Time, over the night of August 1-2,
2019, with labels one hour apart. The colored lines show the recorded data from five SQM locations and
additional data recorded at a temporary site during the Oregon Star Party at Indian Trail Spring – the green
line.
The data in Figure 2 show that the night sky, directly overhead at the Hopservatory and Awbrey Butte sites,
are light-polluted compared to the other sites. These two light-polluted sites are located within the lightdome over the city of Bend. The other four sites have darker skies – they are far away from light-polluted
cities. The Oregon Star Party site (see location in Figure 1) had the darkest night sky on August 1 – 2 and is
furthest of all the sites in Figure 2 from the Central Oregon cities.
The International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) has a program to recognize areas that are still mostly
unaffected by light pollution. Three categories of such dark sky places are known as Dark Sky Parks,
Reserves and Sanctuaries. As shown by the horizontal dashed lines Figure 2, a Dark Sky Park or Reserve
must have SQM readings of at least 21.2 mags/arcsecond2. Dark Sky Sanctuaries must meet a more strict
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night sky darkness of at least 21.5 mags/arcsecond2. The data suggest that all four of the darkest Central
Oregon SQM locations in Figure 2 may meet the stricter criterion. In fact, Prineville Reservoir State Park is
now certified as the first Dark Sky Park in Oregon. Note that other significant criteria must also be met to
obtain status as a Dark Sky Park, Dark Sky Reserve or Dark Sky Sanctuary.
Figure 2 shows that the sky overhead at the four dark sites brightens as the Milky Way rises directly
overhead, and then darkens as the Milky Way begins descending through the early morning hours. The
effect of the Milky Way brightening in the data for the two sites under the City of Bend light dome (Awbrey
Butte and Hopservatory), is not obvious because the Milky Way is washed out by the light-polluted skies at
those two sites. Instead, we see a gradual darkening through the night hours, which we presume is due to
some outside lights in the City being dimmed or turned off, and fewer car headlights as most people are
sleeping. In the following, we analyze the SQM data with respect to the overhead position of the Milky Way
and apply an adjustment to standardize that effect, site-by-site over time.
Effects of the Sun, Moon, Clouds and Milky Way on Skyglow Measurement
To eventually achieve the goal of measuring any increase or decrease in light pollution over a five-year time
period, we need to remove or account for variations in natural light in the SQM data. These variations
include effects of the sun, moon, clouds, Milky Way and airglow. We deal with the first four effects in the
following. The fifth effect, airglow, is natural light emitted from the atmosphere and varies in a complex
manner with the solar wind and the solar cycle as documented by Grauer and others (2019).
First, we need to eliminate the effects of sunlight and moonlight. To eliminate issues with sunlight, we only
consider data recorded after astronomical twilight (dusk) and before the start of astronomical twilight
(dawn) – defined as the period during which the Sun is 18 degrees or more below the horizon. To eliminate
issues with moonlight, we only consider SQM data recorded when the Moon is 10 degrees or more below
the horizon.
Clouds at night are another significant factor that affect the brightness of the sky recorded by the SQMs.
Figure 3 shows details of the SQM data recorded during the night of August 10-11, 2019 which was a
particularly cloudy night across Central Oregon. The data show rapid variation at the 5-minute sampling
interval due to changing cloud conditions overhead during that night.
The clouds cause quite bright skyglow readings at the Awbrey Butte and Hopservatory light-polluted sites –
the artificial light from the ground reflects from the clouds downward. The opposite tends to occur at the
dark sky sites – the clouds block the starry night sky so we record a darker sky than usual. Note that clouds
at the Pine Mountain site caused readings greater than 22 mags/arcsecond2 in the early morning hours, an
unreasonably dark reading for a natural sky – caused by black-appearing clouds blocking the stars.
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Figure 3. SQM data recorded during a particularly cloudy night across Central Oregon. The data show rapid
variation at the 5-minute sampling interval due to changing cloud conditions overhead during that night
Skyglow Signature of a Site
Skyglow data acquired over months and years provides a cumulative signature which is characteristic of the
amount of light pollution at each measurement site. We summarize two main features of that signature: (1)
the brightness of the clear night sky and (2) the brightness of the night sky during cloudy conditions.
Measurements of the darkness of the clear night sky are useful to satisfy Dark Sky Place criteria and for
comparison between sites without the complication of variable cloud cover. The darkness of the night sky
during cloudy conditions provides an enhanced measure of the environmental impact of light pollution. At
light polluted sites, the clouds are lit up from below and cast 10x or more light downward into the
environment, compared to sites without light pollution -- where clouds overhead appear black and
compound the natural darkness.
Figure 4 shows the SQM measurements acquired at the Awbrey Butte neighborhood of the City of Bend,
from July 2019 to September 2020. The vertical axis is the SQM brightness reading. The horizontal axis is
local time of the night, in minutes since 3PM of the previous daytime. Data are from all of the nights,
whether clear nights or cloudy nights, and only if the Sun is at least 18 degrees below the horizon, and the
Moon is at least 10 degrees below the horizon.
Figure 4 is a density plot -- each small square in the plot shows how many measurements fall into that
position. (See Puschnig and others (2013) for another example of a density plot of SQM data.) So, each
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small square includes one or more of the SQM measurements. The number of SQM measurements in each
small square is color-coded based on the percentage of the total number of data points available.
The red and yellow trend in the plot across the darkest sky measurements at the bottom of the plot
identifies the very frequent measurements over the time period. We call that red trend the “Most Common
Clear Dark Sky Night” or MCC for short. The large sparse, scattered area of blue and yellow color above the
red trend represents SQM measurements taken under cloudy skies at night. Both features of the density
plot, the dense red trend and the sparse blue pattern above, and other subtleties present, represent the
skyglow signature of the site.

Figure 4. Density plot of SQM data from the Awbrey Butte Neighborhood site. Each small square represents
the percentage of 5-minute SQM samples that fall into that zone. We take the dense red trend across the
bottom of the data as the Most Common Clear Dark Sky Nights (MCC). The sparse blue and yellow pattern
at brighter skyglow values are due to measurements under cloudy skies at night.
Figure 5 shows an SQM signature density plot with an entirely different character – from the Pine Mountain
Observatory (PMO) site which has very little light pollution overhead. The red and yellow streak of MCC at
this site is positioned between 21 and 22 mags/arcsecond2, which is about 4x darker than the Awbrey Butte
site (20 – 21 mags/arcsecond2). Moreover, the sparse blue pattern of clouds is entirely below the red
streak, instead of above it.
This signature is characteristic of dark sky sites -- there is very little light pollution coming from the ground
at the PMO site, so any clouds overhead are not lit up from below – instead, the clouds appear black and
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block the starlight. Because the clouds appear black, the data from cloudy nights plot below the clear night
MCC red streak on the plot.

Figure 5. Density plot of SQM data from the Pine Mountain Observatory site. Note the absence of bright
readings above the red and yellow streak of MCC at this site. See explanation in the figure and in the text.
Figure 6 summarizes the density plots for all of the SQM sites in the Oregon SQM Network which have been
recording for at least 4 months up to April 2021. The plots are arranged from top left to bottom right, from
most light-polluted to least light-polluted. Some sites have been recording for shorter periods, so they
show more sparse density plots. Appendix 1 summarizes the data available over time for each site.
Notice that the red streak in each successive plot of Figure 6 falls lower, toward darker readings, and that
along the bottom row of least light-polluted sites toward the lower right, the sparse blue points which
represent measurements taken during cloudy conditions tend to progressively appear below the red and
yellow streak.
The characteristic red and yellow streak of each of these sites in Oregon may be a feature of the relatively
dry, high desert environment of this part of Oregon which has many clear nights throughout the year.
Other climatic areas may not show such pronounced high-density streaks in SQM density plots.
Also notice that the Madras and Tetherow sites show yellow streaks at much brighter values above the red
streaks. The yellow streaks represent a recurring, probably cloudy condition, which is much less frequent
than the clear night condition represented by the dominant combined red and yellow streaks.
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Figure 6. Density plots of SQM data from twenty-two sites with data available to April 2021.
Density plots for each of these SQM sites in the Oregon Skyglow Network are shown at better resolution,
with comments, in Appendix B.
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Skyglow from Clear Nights – Eliminating the Clouds
To review, we have previously eliminated the effects of the Sun and the Moon in our SQM data by only
considering data acquired when the Sun is 18 degrees or lower below the local horizon and the Moon is
also 10 degrees or lower below the horizon.
To automatically eliminate skyglow measurements taken during cloudy nights, we use an algorithm that
measures the “jagginess” of the skyglow data over a 90-minute period. Figure 3 shows examples of such
“jaggy” data acquired during cloudy conditions. If the skyglow data are relatively smooth over a 90-minute
period, we assume that clouds are not present, and we include the center point of that period as a clear sky
measurement. This algorithm is based on one used by Grauer and others, 2019, but modified to employ the
Residual Standard Error (RSE) as a measure of deviation from a linear fit. We use a RSE cutoff of 50 to
exclude cloudy, that is “jaggy”, data. Points at the center of each 90-minute segment are excluded if the
RSE for that segment is larger than 50, otherwise the point is considered to be measured during clear sky
conditions.
Figure 7 shows the data for all of the sites after “jaggy” data removal. Note that the algorithm failed to
remove cloudy data which is consistent over time – there are smooth blue lines above and below the high
density points at many of the sites in Figure 7. To fix this, we manually deleted those points above and
below the high-density red/yellow zones at each site. The cleaned, cloud-free data are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Density plots of SQM data from all twenty-two sites after application of the cloud removal
algorithm. The algorithm fails to remove cloud cover that is consistent over time.
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Figure 8. Density plots of SQM data from all twenty-two sites after manual cleaning of the smoothly-varying
cloudy data.
Now that we have removed the effects of the sun, moon and clouds, we can compare the brightness of the
clear night skies at the 22 sites (Figure 9). The sites are organized in Figure 9 by the highest amount of light
pollution on the left and least on the right. As we acquire additional data over time, the exact order of the
sites may change, especially as several of the sites have a limited number of data points so far.
Table 1 lists the average brightness of the night sky for each site in the mags/arcsecond2 scale. The “X
Brighter” column in Table 1 shows how much brighter, on a linear scale, each site is compared to Hart
Mountain, the darkest night sky site in our data set to date. The clear night skies in and near the cities of
central Oregon are 3x to 9x brighter, that is 3x to 9x more light polluted, than the clear night skies at Hart
Mountain.
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Figure 9. Box plot showing the clear sky measurements of the 22 sites. The horizontal black line in each box
marks the average value. The vertical size of the box marks the central two quartiles (central 50% of data).
The vertical lines that extend up and down from each box show the limits of the upper and lower quartile of
the data. Table 1 provides the summary statistics at each site.
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Table 1. Summary of SQM clear night data at each location. The mean values in the first column are in the
logarithmic units of mags/arcsecond2. The second column lists the mean values after conversion to a linear
brightness scale. The “X Brighter” column shows how much brighter is the clear night sky at each site
compared to the current darkest site – Hart Mountain. The night skies near the central Oregon cities of
Bend, Redmond and Madras are 3x to 9x brighter than at Hart Mountain. (See this link for information
about converting from the logarithmic mags/arcsecond2 scale to candelas.)
Skyglow from Cloudy Nights – the Second Part of the Signature
The previous section summarized the clear night data from each measurement site. We also want to
characterize each site’s measurements during cloudy conditions. We achieve that by selecting the “jaggy”
data – namely points that have a RSE value greater than the cutoff of 50. Figure 10 shows density plots of
the “jaggy” data from each site.
Table 2 summarizes the statistics for these measurements taken during cloudy conditions. The “X Brighter”
column in Table 2 shows that under clouds, the sites near the central Oregon cities of Bend, Redmond and
Madras are 15x to 50x brighter than are cloudy conditions at Hart Mountain. Clouds near cities reflect light
pollution back down to the environment while clouds at a dark sky site like Hart Mountain appear black
because there is no artificial light pollution coming from the ground, and because the clouds block out
starlight. Because several of the sites have only been recording for several months, we can expect the
statistics to improve as more data become available.
We can consider the skyglow at Hart Mountain to be the natural case, and the skyglow over the central
Oregon cities to be quite un-natural. The impact on the wild ecosystem of light pollution in cloudy
conditions is likely significant.
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Figure 10. Density plot showing the measurements taken during cloudy sky conditions – the “jaggy” data.
Table 2 provides the summary statistics at each site.
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Table 2. Summary of SQM cloudy night data at each location. The cloudy night skies near the central
Oregon cities of Bend, Redmond and Madras are 15x to 50x brighter than cloudy nights at Hart Mountain.
The mean values in the first column are in the logarithmic units of mags/arcsecond2. The second column
lists the mean values after conversion to a linear brightness scale. The “X Brighter” column shows how much
brighter is the cloudy night sky at each site compared to the current darkest site – Hart Mountain. (See this
link for information about converting from the logarithmic mags/arcsecond2 scale to candelas.)
Adjusting Clear Sky SQM Data for the Position of the Milky Way
So far, we have minimized the effect of the sun, moon and clouds in our clear sky data. The position of the
Milky Way is another factor to consider in our effort to track changes in skyglow over time. When the Milky
Way is overhead in the field of view of the SQM, we expect a brighter (lower mags/arcsecond2) reading
from the SQM and vice versa. By knowing the latitude and longitude of each SQM site, and the date and
time of each measurement, we can calculate the corresponding orientation of our zenith-viewing SQMs
with respect to the Milky Way. Accordingly, we next apply an adjustment for the position of the Milky Way.
In the following, the term “galactic latitude” refers to the angle between the zenith at an SQM site and the
center of the highest arc of the Milky Way in the night sky. A galactic latitude of zero signifies that the SQM
is pointed directly into the Milky Way overhead.
The left side of Figure 11 shows a plot of the SQM measurements from the clear sky data on the vertical
axis versus the galactic latitude of the SQM pointing direction. These data are from one of the darker sky
sites, Black Butte Ranch. The data is colored by the galactic latitude – reds correspond to galactic latitudes
around zero.
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The black line through the data on the left side of Figure 11 is a polynomial fit to the data, which shows a
broad maximum of SQM-measured brightness near galactic latitudes around zero. We measured a brighter
sky when the Milky Way was overhead.
The polynomial fit allows an adjustment for galactic latitude, which is shown in the middle of Figure 11.
After adjustment, the polynomial fit to the data is now horizontal. We adjusted the data to a galactic
latitude of 30 degrees, which is midway between the high and low of the original data across the range of
galactic latitude.
The histogram on the right side of Figure 11, which is colored by galactic latitude, shows the range of
adjustment values which were applied to the clear sky data from Black Butte Ranch. The range is -0.17 to
+0.26 mags/arcsecond2. The adjustment raised (made darker) the SQM data near the galactic latitude of
zero by about 0.17 mags/arcsecond2. The adjustment dropped (made brighter) the SQM data at galactic
latitudes higher than 30 degrees, progressively to a maximum of 0.26 mags/arcsecond2 at a galactic latitude
of 70 degrees. The SQM data, after adjustment for the variable brightness attributable to the Milky Way
position, will improve the usefulness of the SQM data to track any changes in light pollution over time.

Figure 11. Adjustment of SQM data for the position of the Milky Way in the sky for the Black Butte Ranch
site. This site does not have much light pollution at night, so the Milky Way is visible overhead. The left part
shows the original data, the middle part shows the data after adjustment for galactic latitude. The right
part shows a histogram of the adjustment values. See text for explanation.
The adjustment for the Milky Way position for the Hopservatory site, which has significant light pollution, is
shown in Figure 12. The Milky Way is hardly visible during clear nights at this site, but the data show a small
increase of brightness when the Milky Way is overhead. The corresponding adjustment for the Milk Way
position (-.00 to +.10 mag/arc sec2) is about 4x smaller in these logarithmic units than for the Black Butte
Ranch site (Figure 11).
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Figure 12. Adjustment of SQM data for the position of the Milky Way in the sky for the Hopservatory site.
This site has significant light pollution at night, so the Milky Way is barely visible overhead. The left part
shows the original data, the middle part shows the data after adjustment for galactic latitude. The right
part shows a histogram of the adjustment values. See text for explanation.
We adjusted the clear night sky data from each SQM site for its particular Milky Way brightness effect.
Table 3 lists the “Shift Darker”, “Shift Brighter” and Range of shift for each site. There is a strong tendency
for increased range of the adjustment for the less light-polluted sites (ordered downward in Table 3) as
expected.

Table 3. Milky Way adjustment values (mags/arcsecond2) for each SQM site in Oregon with four or more
months of data to date. An asterisk (*) in the table indicates too little data yet to calculate a Milky Way
correction.
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Changes of Skyglow over Time
After correcting for the Milky Way brightness, we can look for changes in skyglow by plotting the
corrected data over time since we began recording data. Figure 13 shows the Milky Way-corrected, clear
night sky data for the nine sites for which we have at least a year and a half of data, plotted over time. The
data in Figure 13 appear as patches -- there is one patch for each new moon period.
The patches in Figure 13 are colored by quarter of the year. The winter – Q4 and Q1 – are colored green
and blue respectively. The solid line across each data subset is a linear regression fit. Some months of data
are missing from individual sites due to failure of batteries and in the case of Pine Mountain Observatory,
due to a winter storm which blew the SQM mounting pole off the zenith direction.

Figure 13. The Milky Way-corrected, clear sky data for the sites with at least 1.5 years of data, plotted over
time. The solid line across each data subset is a linear regression fit. The percentage changes of skyglow are
shown for each site.
Skyglow measurements during the winter quarters (green and blue patches of data) are notably brighter
than during the summer. We anticipated that this is due to reflective snow cover in winter causing more
light to reflect upward and subsequently scattered back down as skyglow, compared to summer during
which leaves on deciduous trees and plants cause the reflection of the ground to decrease.
Figure 13 shows that the two sites within the City of Bend (Hopservatory and Awbrey Butte) increased by
7% and 8% per year since the summer of 2019. The darker sky sites (bottom row) decreased in measured
skyglow.
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Several questions arise:
1) Might variable snow cover during the two winters of our data acquisition so far play a large role in the
percentage changes observed? And might the snow cover explain the seasonal pattern of bright
readings in the winter? To evaluate the effect of snow cover on our skyglow trends, we used the
archived day-by-day snow cover data available for the central Oregon region from the National
Operational Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center (https://www.nohrsc.noaa.gov/interactive/html/map.html). After
eliminating data from any night which had a trace or more of snow cover on the ground, we find small
changes in the trends – an average decrease in the trends of about 1% per year (Table 4, green
columns). We conclude that the snow cover does not play a large role in the observed trends and
further that the summer to winter skyglow variation is largely not due to snow cover alone!

Table 4. Comparison of percentage change of skyglow over time after adjustments for snow cover,
temperature, sensor aging and solar flux (see text beyond). The “After Snow Cover Adjustment” (green)
column shows the percentage change per year after removal of any nights with a trace or more of snow
cover on the ground. The trends decreased by an average of 1 percent after eliminating those nights.
After an adjustment for temperature compensation (red column), the annual trends stayed the same or
decreased from 1 to 2 percent. The “After Estimated Ageing of SQMs” column shows the percentage
change per year after accounting for a possible darkening of the SQM readings due to ageing of the
sensor and enclosure over time. The yellow columns “After Subtracting 1%...” shows the combined
estimate of possible SQM ageing (or not) and accounting for an estimated 1% change due to increased
solar flux to April 2021 as we move out of the solar cycle minimum. The rightmost column shows the
range of percentage change per year based on the two yellow columns.
2) The SQM device is temperature compensated – meaning there is an internal circuit to adjust the
readings according to the measured temperature. Schnitt and others, 2013, demonstrate by a
laboratory experiment that despite the temperature compensation circuitry, that two SQMs they used
recorded larger magnitudes/arcsecond2 values (darker) when hot and vice versa (brighter) when cold.
The difference in SQM readings between +35C and -15C was 7% to 10% (their Figure 3). It seems likely
that this is the cause of our observed darkening in the summer and brightening in the winter. The
patches in Figure 13 progress month-by-month to higher and lower values across the seasons,
suggesting a temperature effect.
Figure 14 shows clear night, Milky Way adjusted, SQM data when no snow was on the ground, from the
Awbrey Butte site versus temperature at acquisition, colored by quarter of the year. Although the
correlation is poor (r=.23), there is a noticeable trend of darker readings associated with warmer
temperatures as noted by Schnitt and others, 2013. Similar temperature trends are present in data
from our other SQM sites, albeit with different regression lines due to different skyglow and
temperature regimes.
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Figure 14. The left side shows SQM data from clear nights, Milky Way adjusted, when no snow was on the ground,
from the Awbrey Butte site, versus temperature at acquisition. Data points colored green and blue were acquired
during the cold season (Quarters 4 and 1). Red and yellow data points were acquired during the warm season
(Quarters 2 and 3). The SQM recorded darker readings when temperatures were higher, and vice versa. The right
side shows the same data after adjustment by linear regression to 5°C.

We used the individual linear regressions for each site which has at least 1.5 years of data to
compensate for this observed temperature effect. We adjusted the SQM readings at each site to a
standard of 5°C, which is near the middle of each site’s temperature range. After this temperature
adjustment, the annual trend at each site either remained the same or dropped up to two percent as
shown in Table 4. Figure 15 demonstrates that this temperature compensation worked to a small
extent, and that a residual seasonal pattern is still present in the data afterwards.
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Figure 15. SQM data from one site over two years. The top diagram shows the data, colored by month.
The middle diagram shows the same data after temperature adjustment to 5°C. The bottom diagram
shows the measured temperature associated with each SQM reading. The temperature adjustment
subdued the seasonal pattern slightly. Note that the regression line in the middle diagram is slightly less
steep than the regression line in the top diagram – this amounts to the small percentage change in
annual trend due to the temperature adjustment.
3) Might variable atmospheric quality over the course of our data acquisition period play a large role in
the percentage changes observed? To evaluate this, we acquired air quality data from a Purple Air
quality meter (https://www2.purpleair.com/) located about 1 mile from the Awbrey Butte SQM location and
integrated that PM10.0 and PM2.5 data into our skyglow dataset for the Awbrey Butte location. This
allowed us to exclude several nights of particularly poor air caused by forest fire smoke and showed
that overall, the air quality had an improving trend from the Summer of 2019 to Summer 2021.
Improved air quality will tend to reduce skyglow – making the sky darker – whereas the skyglow trend
at the Awbrey Butte site that we have is already perhaps 6% brighter per year. If the trend of improving
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air quality were not present, the change in skyglow would actually be larger, which seems
unreasonably large already. We believe that change of air quality over time is not the cause of the
increasing skyglow trend observed at the Awbrey Butte SQM site. It may be useful to study regional air
quality data going forward.
4) Recent research (Puschnig and others, 2020) documents that as the SQM device and weather proof
enclosure age, that there is a darkening effect on measured data, in their case an average of about .04
mags/arcsecond2 per year. This ageing will depress the skyglow measurements over time, which if
present also, like the atmospheric quality trend, suggests that the skyglow trends at our sites would
otherwise be larger. The rightmost columns of Table 4 show the possible effects of SQM-ageing on the
trends at each site, assuming a change of .04 mags/arcsecond2 per year -- namely that the average
trends would be about 3% larger. We plan to recalibrate several of our long-running SQMs to assess the
presence of an ageing factor in our data.
5) Another factor to consider in zenith skyglow trends over long periods is variations due to airglow, the
light emitted from the atmosphere itself due to the impact of space weather on Earth (Grauer and
others, 2019). Airglow is known to vary on a wide range of time scales, from rapid variation in minutes
and across one night to strong, years-long changes correlated to the 11-year solar sunspot cycle.
The Earth is currently rising out of a solar sunspot minimum, toward a predicted sunspot maximum in
July 2025. So, might space weather cause our SQM data to read brighter since mid-2019 by increased
airglow, independently of any changes in light pollution from the ground?
Krisciunas and others, 2007 showed that visible light measured at the zenith is correlated to the 10.7cm
radio flux recorded 5 days prior to the night in question (their Figure 5). A plot of monthly averages of
the 10.7cm radio flux (Figure 16) shows a decrease from the beginning of our SQM data in April 2019, a
sharp peak in late 2020, followed by an increase to April 2021. Using the relationship in Figure 5 of
Krisciunas and others, 2007, and ignoring the sharp peak in late 2020, there is an expected 2% increase
in visible band brightness of the sky at zenith, from the solar flux low at Sept 2019, when most of our
sites began recording, to the solar flux value in April 2021. This amounts to about 1% per year increase
of visible band brightness during that period. Accordingly, we subtract 1% from the annual trend
values, which are summarized in the rightmost column of Table 4.
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Figure 16. Absolute solar flux at 10.7cm, averaged by month, from 2013 to 2021. Data from National
Research Center of Canada (https://spaceweather.gc.ca/forecast-prevision/solar-solaire/solarflux/sx-5-mavg-en.php).
At present, our best estimates of skyglow changes over time are ranges of values as shown in the rightmost
column of Table 4. These ranges should be considered preliminary as it has become apparent that the
estimation of trends in skyglow over time is a tricky business. The possibilities of degradation of the sensor
and of space weather going forward into the solar cycle over the next few years are within the quantitative
range of actual zenith skyglow variations due to changes in light pollution that we might expect. Also,
temperature compensation of the sensor and perhaps other seasonal effects on skyglow patterns need to
be better understood. Additionally, one anomaly stands out - it seems unusual that the darker night sky
sites, those near the bottom of Table 4, have strong decreases of skyglow. More data over time may sort
that out. Another factor to consider in a future report is Zodiacal light – light scattered off dust in our solar
system along the plane of the ecliptic.
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Appendix A
Chart showing the data coverage over time of each SQM site as of this Edition (#4) of the report on the
Oregon Skyglow Measurement Network. The chart is color-coded by the quarter of the year. Data gaps are
caused by battery failure and adverse weather conditions that prevented timely access.
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Appendix B
Skyglow signature density plots for the SQM sites in the Oregon Skyglow Measurement Network that have
been operating for at least 4 months.

Figure B1. Density plot of SQM data from the Hopservatory site in the City of Bend. Note the unusually bright data points
at the top of the plot, which are derived from Nov 26-29, 2019. A significant snowstorm hit Bend on Nov 26th, followed
by cloudy conditions with additional light snow and local ice fog. The highly reflective snow cover increased the amount
of light sent upwards, which reflected back from the clouds. Ice fog also appears quite bright to the SQM.
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Figure B2. Density plot of SQM data from the Awbrey Chimney site in the City of Bend.

Figure B3. Density plot of SQM data from Awbrey Butte in the City of Bend.
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Figure B4. Density plot of SQM data from the Madras site.
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Figure B5. Density plot of SQM data from the Tetherow site.
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Figure B6. Density plot of SQM data from the Stub Stewart State Park site.
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Figure B7. Density plot of SQM data from the Sisters High School, Sisters site.
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Figure B8. Density plot of SQM data from the Black Butte Ranch House site. This is a second SQM at Black Butte Ranch,
located 2 miles from the other SQM at Black Butte Ranch.
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Figure B9. Density plot of SQM data from Mosier, Oregon site.
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Figure B10. Density plot of SQM data from the Oregon Observatory site at Sunriver, Oregon.
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Figure B11. Density plot of SQM data from the Rimrock Ranch site. This site, similar to the Pine Mountain Observatory
site, is quite dark due to the absence of light pollution from the surrounding area. Clouds that block the Milky Way
therefore appear black from the ground and cause unusually dark readings - the blue scatter below the clear sky red and
yellow streak in the plot.
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Figure B12. Density plot of SQM data from the Prineville Reservoir State Park site.
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Figure B13. Density plot of SQM data from the Black Butte Ranch site.
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Figure B14. Density plot of SQM data from the Pine Mountain Observatory site.
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Figure B15. Density plot of SQM data from the Camp Hancock site.
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Figure B16. Density plot of SQM data from the Raven Ridge site.
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Figure B17. Density plot of SQM data from the Alvord Desert site.
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Figure B18. Density plot of SQM data from the Cottonwood Canyon State Park site.
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Figure B19. Density plot of SQM data from the Malheur Field Station site.
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Figure B20. Density plot of SQM data from the Shooting Star Ranch site.
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Figure B21. Density plot of SQM data from the Playa at Summer Lake site.
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Figure B22. Density plot of SQM data from the Hart Mountain National Antelope Refuge site.
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